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The National Spherical Torus Experiment (NSTX) [M. Ono et al., Nucl. Fusion 40, 557 (2000)]

can achieve high electron plasma confinement regimes that are super-critically unstable to the

electron temperature gradient driven (ETG) instability. These plasmas, dubbed electron internal

transport barriers (e-ITBs), occur when the magnetic shear becomes strongly negative. Using the

gyrokinetic code GYRO [J. Candy and R. E. Waltz, J. Comput. Phys. 186, 545 (2003)], the first

nonlinear ETG simulations of NSTX e-ITB plasmas reinforce this observation. Local simulations

identify a strongly upshifted nonlinear critical gradient for thermal transport that depends on

magnetic shear. Global simulations show e-ITB formation can occur when the magnetic shear

becomes strongly negative. While the ETG-driven thermal flux at the outer edge of the barrier is

large enough to be experimentally relevant, the turbulence cannot propagate past the barrier into

the plasma interior. VC 2012 American Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4718456]

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the challenges facing the development of mag-

netic confinement fusion energy is understanding and con-

trolling turbulent transport. The National Spherical Torus

Experiment (NSTX)1 is aptly suited to studying electron

transport in fusion plasmas. In many cases, electron thermal

flux is the experiment’s dominant loss mechanism.2,3

One possible source of electron thermal transport in

NSTX is turbulence driven by the electron temperature gra-

dient (ETG). The gyrokinetic ETG mode becomes unstable

when plasma electron temperature gradients exceed a thresh-

old value. A formula for this threshold for linear instability

has been found for large-aspect ratio tokamaks:4

R
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� �
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¼ max

�
ð1þ sÞ 1:33þ 1:91

ŝ

q

� �
ð1� 1:5�Þ

� 1þ 0:3�
dj
d�

� �
; 0:8

R

Lne

�
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Key factors in Eq. (1) include the plasma’s major radius R,

minor radius r, inverse aspect ratio �, elongation j, safety

factor q, and magnetic shear ŝ _¼ðr=qÞð@q=@rÞ. Gradients of

electron temperature Te and density ne are defined in terms

of their logarithmic derivative with respect to the minor ra-

dius: Lx _¼� x=ð@x=@rÞ. The final key piece affecting the lin-

ear instability of the ETG mode is the parameter s

s ¼ Zeff
Te

Ti
: (2)

While only calibrated to a finite range of parameters, in par-

ticular ŝ > 0 and large-aspect ratio devices, Eq. (1) still

yields some insight into the expected behavior of the ETG

mode. Large electron temperature gradients drive the insta-

bility. Increasing s stabilizes this drive. The safety factor and

magnetic shear can also affect the linear ETG mode.

Significant thermal transport is possible from turbulence

driven by the ETG mode.5–13 The level of thermal transport

depends largely on the magnetic shear. For cases with ŝ > 0,

ETG-driven turbulence can be large, as is the associated

level of saturated thermal transport. But for ŝ < 0, ETG-

driven turbulent transport is much smaller.

Experiments on NSTX have found that when the ETG

mode is unstable, a high-k collective scattering diagnostic14

observes enhanced electron-scale density fluctuations.15,16

The fluctuations are consistent with the ETG mode, suggest-

ing that when the electron temperature exceeds the requisite

threshold, ETG driven turbulence appears in NSTX. These

plasmas’ gradients cannot greatly exceed this linear thresh-

old, sometimes hovering close to marginality.

However, in some situations, NSTX electron tempera-

ture gradients can greatly exceed the critical value for ETG

instability. These plasmas are known to display electron in-

ternal transport barriers (e-ITBs).17,18 Interior to the barrier,

electron temperatures can grow to very high values, while

the local gradient at the e-ITB can exceed two to three times

the ETG linear critical gradient. Additionally, high-k fluctua-

tion activity generally decreases during an e-ITB discharge,

even though the plasma is super-critically unstable to the

ETG mode. e-ITBs can be formed with both radio-frequency

(RF) heating and neutral beam injection, in deuterium or

helium. The one common link between all e-ITBs is negative

a)Paper YI3 3, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 56, 279 (2011).
b)Invited speaker.
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magnetic shear, ŝ < 0. No e-ITBs have ever been found with

positive ŝ. Experimental evidence from NSTX suggests that

reversing the magnetic shear reduces ETG-driven turbulent

transport and triggers electron internal transport barriers.

The goal of this work is to explore these experimental

observations with gyrokinetic simulation, focusing on a par-

ticular NSTX discharge, NSTX shot 129354, a deuterium

RF-heated e-ITB plasma. Neutral beam injection (NBI)

beam blips were used for diagnostic purposes. Shown in

Fig. 1 are profiles of the electron and ion temperature, the

safety factor, and the magnetic shear during the e-ITB phase

at 232 ms. The electron temperature, safety factor, and mag-

netic shear of a non-e-ITB RF plasma (NSTX shot 124948 at

300 ms) is included for reference. Although shot 124948

does have a qmin surface at r=a � 0:4 and, therefore, the

magnetic shear is slightly negative, its electron temperature

gradients are relatively uniform across the plasma. The e-

ITB plasma shows increased electron temperature gradients

relative to the non-e-ITB case from approximately r/a¼ 0.25

to r/a¼ 0.39, marking the boundaries of the transport barrier.

The e-ITB’s qmin and ŝmin are at approximately r/a¼ 0.42

and r/a¼ 0.31, respectively. For local simulations, we will

focus on a location near the center of the barrier, where local

Miller equilibrium parameters19 include r=a ¼ 0:3; R=a ¼
1:55; D0 ¼ �0:27; j ¼ 1:76; sj ¼ �0:35; d ¼ 0:11; sd ¼
�0:073; f ¼ �2:0� 10�3; sf ¼ 0:13; q ¼ 2:40; ŝ ¼ �2:40;
q? ¼ 1:15� 10�2. The density gradient length at this time is

given by R=Lne
¼ 1:79.

This work employs the gyrokinetic code GYRO,20,21 be-

ginning in Sec. II with an exploration of the linear instability

properties of the reversed shear e-ITB discharge and continu-

ing in Sec. III with the first local and non-local (global) non-

linear gyrokinetic simulations of ETG turbulence during an

NSTX e-ITB. Conclusions appear in Sec. IV.

II. LINEAR ANALYSIS

A possible explanation for the observed electron temper-

ature gradients during an e-ITB is an increase in the linear

threshold for ETG instability. That is, conditions in the

plasma may be such that the ETG mode is stabilized up to

very large gradients. To test this hypothesis, it is necessary

to examine the linear instability of the ETG mode during this

discharge, taking into account measurement uncertainties on

quantities that may alter the ETG drive.

A major experimental uncertainty for the reversed shear

e-ITB discharge stems from the impurity concentrations

within the plasma. A best estimate of Zeff during this time is

2, but experimental uncertainty allows for Zeff to lie between

1.5 and 3.5. As such, the value of s within the barrier could

vary from 3 to 17, although the most likely value lies between

7 and 9. Figure 2 shows the effect of this uncertainty on the

linear critical gradient for the ETG mode, zc _¼ ðR=LTe
Þcrit.

Increasing s increases zc, as it does in Eq. (1) when the mag-

netic shear is positive, for simulations that use both the gyro-

kinetic ion (ETG-ki) and adiabatic ion (ETG-ai) models.

Changing ŝ from �1 to �2.4 uniformly raises zc by about 1,

making the effect due to s the dominant driver of the ETG

FIG. 1. Profiles of temperature, safety factor, and magnetic shear for an RF-

heated NSTX e-ITB, shot 129354 at 232 ms (solid). The electron tempera-

ture, safety factor, and magnetic shear for a non e-ITB RF NSTX plasma,

shot 124948 at 300 ms, are shown for comparison (dashed).

FIG. 2. Linear critical electron temperature gradients, for the parameters of

NSTX 129354 during an e-ITB, testing the effects of s; ŝ and ion model.

ETG-ki uses gyrokinetic ions, and ETG-ai uses the adiabatic ion approxima-

tion. The boxes represent possible and mostly likely experimental values of

s and R=LTe
within the e-ITB, where ŝ ¼ �2:4.
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critical gradient. Fitting this trend yields an approximation of

the effect of s on the linear critical gradient

R

LTe

� �
crit:

¼ 3:5þ 1:25s: (3)

Both the coefficient on s and its relative strength compared to

the constant term are weaker in Eq. (3) than the ð1þ sÞ
dependence seen in Eq. (1) for ŝ=q > 0:5. Figure 3 shows the

observed gradients along with this estimate of the ETG criti-

cal gradient due to s variation across the plasma profile,

assuming Zeff ¼ 2. The top and bottom of the gradient

regions indicate values from Zeff of 3.5 and 1.5, respectively.

Since Eq. (3) only considers variations in the critical gradient

due to s and ignores any geometrical dependence (such as an

explicit � dependence), the Jenko4 critical gradient formula,

Eq. (1), is also plotted for reference to estimate geometrical

effects at larger radii, where s is no longer necessarily the

dominant term. Since Eq. (1) was neither tested for spherical

torii nor derived for negative magnetic shear, we only show it

for ŝ > 0:5. The plasma is divided into three regions. For

r=a > 0:4, the observed gradients and Eq. (3)-calculated

ETG critical gradients overlay. The Jenko formula gives a

slightly lower critical gradient in the outer region than does

Eq. (3), but both suggest that the ETG mode is at least mar-

ginally unstable outside of r/a¼ 0.4. Between r/a of 0.3 and

0.4, the experimental values lie well above the ETG critical

gradient, even considering the uncertainty due to Zeff . In this

region, within the barrier, the plasma is very unstable to the

ETG mode. However, the plasma in the interior, r=a < 0:3,

is stable to the ETG mode, making the mechanisms limiting

the plasma gradients in this region unlikely to be ETG-driven

flux. The present discussion focuses on the plasma in the bar-

rier region with peak values of R=LTe
; 0:3 < r=a < 0:4,

which is very unstable to the ETG mode.

A scenario whereby observed e-ITB gradients can be

explained by an increase in the linear critical gradient for the

ETG mode due to increased impurity concentrations is

unlikely for two reasons. Firstly, impurity concentrations

would have to be very large, with Zeff approaching 3.5, to

push the linear critical gradient large enough to account for

observations. Secondly, the evolution of Zeff during the

course of an e-ITB is not consistent with the plasma profile’s

evolution: Zeff typically either increases or stays constant

when an e-ITB collapses. If the e-ITB’s existence depended

upon Zeff controlling the linear critical gradient, gradients

should increase when Zeff rises, not decrease.

Take as a whole, this analysis suggests the existence of

e-ITB plasmas is unlikely the result of linear ETG physics

alone. Shot 129354 is super-critically unstable to the ETG

mode within the barrier. The salient point is that this barrier

exists, with measured experimental gradients well above the

threshold for the linear ETG mode’s instability. Near the bar-

rier’s base and outside of the barrier, the plasma may indeed

be limited by the ETG mode, as profiles hover near margin-

ality. But, the linear ETG critical gradient cannot explain the

observed e-ITB.

III. NONLINEAR ANALYSIS

Since linear ETG physics alone cannot explain the

observed gradients, we turn now to nonlinear simulations of

ETG turbulence to determine the level of ETG-driven ther-

mal flux and the nonlinear critical gradient for transport, zNL
c .

We follow GYRO’s notation21 and report in normalized ion

units. Some key elements are: the device major radius, R; the

full minor radius, a; the ion sound speed, cs ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Te=mD

p
; the

ion sound radius, qs ¼ csðmDc=eBunitÞ; the electron thermal

velocity, ve ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Te=me

p
; the electron gyroradius, qe

¼ veðmec=eBunitÞ; the gyroBohm unit diffusivity, vGB;i

¼ q2
s cs=a; and the gyroBohm energy flux, QGB;i

¼ necsTeðqs=aÞ2: ne=i; Te=i;me=D, c and Bunit represent the

background electron/deuterium density, temperature, the

electron/deuterium mass, the speed of light, and the effective

magnetic field strength, respectively.

A. Local studies

We begin with local flux tube simulations at r/a¼ 0.3 to

investigate the nonlinear ETG critical gradient zNL
c and how

it relates to the linear critical gradient zc.

Unless otherwise indicated, flux tube simulations follow

24 toroidal modes (up to a maximum khqe of 1.004,

ðkhqsÞmax ¼ 60:25) with 256 radial grid points in a box with

radial and binormal directions measuring Lx � Ly

¼ 4:26� 2:4qs ¼ 255:6� 144qe. Radial convergence

required Dx < qe. Other resolutions are: ntrap ¼ 44 (the num-

ber of mesh points along a trapped particle orbit), nb ¼ 12

(the number of parallel finite elements), nk ¼ 12 (the number

of pitch angles for each sign of parallel velocity, split evenly

between trapped and passing particles), n� ¼ 6 (the number

of energy grid points), and �� ¼ 6:0 (the maximum simulated

dimensionless energy). Temporal stability and convergence

required time steps of Dtðcs=aÞ ¼ 3:3� 10�4 and simulation

times of tmaxðcs=aÞ ¼ 10� 50. Simulations are electrostatic,

without E� B shear, which is negligible for this RF-heated

discharge. These parameters have been tested for conver-

gence22 and agree with linear eigenmode resolution tests of

FIG. 3. Radial profiles of experimental and ETG linear critical gradients,

NSTX 129354, using Eq. (3) to estimate the linear critical gradients. For ref-

erence, the critical gradient formula for positive shear large aspect ratio

tokamaks,4 Eq. (1), is also plotted where ŝ > 0:5. The lower bounds on the

critical gradients represent Zeff ¼ 1:5, the dashed profiles Zeff ¼ 2, and the

upper bounds Zeff ¼ 3:5.
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NSTX plasmas.23 These resolutions are very high, requiring

expensive calculations: each flux tube simulation costs

between 80 000 and 100 000 CPU-hours a piece on the

ORNL Cray XT system.

1. s ¼ 7 :5

We begin near the most likely value of s ¼ 7:5, simulat-

ing ions, electrons, and carbon simultaneously: nD=ne

¼ 0:867;nc=ne ¼ 0:022;TD=Te ¼ Tc=Te ¼ 0:22, and ŝ ¼�1.

The flux tube, however, remains electron-sized, with a

default size of Lx � Ly ¼ 178� 140qe and khqe < 1:03.

Figure 4 compares the electron heat fluxes as a function of

driving gradient. The ETG-ki and ETG-ai models at the

default box size agree fairly well up to very large gradients

(although the ETG-ai runs consistently calculate less flux).

The similarity between ETG-ki and ETG-ai runs shows that

the ion response is nearly adiabatic, so the important parame-

ter governing all ion behaviors is s and not specific ion

concentrations.

In general, Figure 4 indicates that ETG turbulent flux is

very low, even at gradients well above the linear critical gra-

dient for transport. Experimentally relevant levels of elec-

tron thermal flux are 0.15–0.2 in ion gyrobohm units. When

driving the simulation with experimental gradients found

in the e-ITB, corresponding to R=LTe
¼ 20� 30, the ETG

mode, despite being unstable, can only produce Qe=QGBi

¼ 0:02� 0:04. Even at driving gradients that are much

higher than those seen in the experiment, the flux remains far

below experimentally relevant levels.

Keeping in mind that typical experimental heat fluxes

correspond to Qe � 0:15� 0:2QGBi, in absolute units

increasing the box size on the ETG-ki model has a modest

effect on the flux for R=LTe
� 40, but less so at lower gra-

dients. Including very high-k modes, up to khqe of 1:9, does

increase the integrated flux at R=LTe
� 48 by about 30%

over the baseline case, but at more modest gradients the

effect is negligible. This is due to the fact that the linear

growth spectrum moves to higher-k as the temperature gradi-

ent increases; however, this is not the case below

R=LTe
� 40. While both the default box size and maximum

mode number seem adequate in the range of experimentally

relevant parameters, R=LTe
. 30, neither increasing the box

size nor including additional modes can push the calculated

flux to experimentally relevant levels, even at gradients

much larger than those observed in the experiment.

Flux tube simulations at s ¼ 7:5 show that electron

transport remains low for driving gradients that are much

higher than the linear critical gradient. Define the nonlinear

critical gradient for significant turbulent transport as the elec-

tron temperature gradient above which the electron

thermal flux exceeds experimentally relevant values, or

Qe � 0:15QGBi. Because none of the simulations in Fig. 4

produce that level of transport, they collectively imply that

the nonlinear critical gradient is given by R=LTe
> 50. This

value rests well-above observations of e-ITB plasmas. One

possible reason is that s is too high, and the ETG drive is,

therefore, too low.

2. s ¼ 1:8

By neglecting carbon in the simulation and treating deu-

terium gyrokinetically with a mass-ratio le ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mD=me

p
¼ 60, we reduce s to 1.8 and increase the ETG drive. This

corresponds to a plasma that is more unstable to the ETG

mode, at parameters roughly consistent with plasma condi-

tions at the foot of the e-ITB, r=a � 0:4. We also increase

the energy grid resolution to n� ¼ 12, although this changes

the time-integrated thermal flux by less than 10 percent

when compared to simulations at n� ¼ 6, holding all other

parameters fixed.

Primarily, we find a large upshift in the critical gradient

for transport, whose strength depends on magnetic shear.

Figure 5 shows the electron heat fluxes for a number of driv-

ing gradients and magnetic shear. All simulations are

FIG. 4. Electron heat flux as a function of driving gradient for s ¼ 7:5 and

ŝ ¼ �1. The experimental temperature gradient lengths and electron heat

fluxes are, respectively, given by R=LTe
¼ 2065 and Qe=QGBi

¼ 0:17560:025.

FIG. 5. Electron heat flux as a function of driving gradient and magnetic

shear for s ¼ 1:8.
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linearly unstable to the ETG mode, but transport remains

low below a threshold that increases as the magnetic shear

becomes more negative. But, above that threshold, the turbu-

lent flux increases and can approach and exceed experimen-

tally inferred levels of Qe=QGBi ¼ 0:15� 0:2. This also

corresponds to electron thermal diffusivities of roughly

1m2=s at R=LTe
¼ 15. For concreteness, let the nonlinear

critical gradient be given by zNL
c , the driving inverse gradient

length above which the electron thermal diffusivity from

ETG-driven turbulence exceeds this level. Plotted in Fig. 6 is

the dependence of the linear ETG critical gradient, zc, the

nonlinear critical gradient zNL
c and their difference, the mag-

nitude of the nonlinear unshift, Dz ¼ zNL
c � zc. For all tested

values of shear, the upshift in the critical gradient is very

strong, becoming stronger as the magnetic shear becomes

more negative, ranging from 9 at ŝ ¼ �0:2 to 13 at

ŝ ¼ �2:4.

This upshifted critical gradient for ETG transport is very

large. As a comparison, the increase in the critical gradient

for ion temperature gradient (ITG) transport due to zonal

flows, known as the Dimits shift,24 represents an increase of

the critical ITG gradient from R=LTi
¼ 4 to 6 for the cyclone

parameters. While the exact magnitude of the Dimits shift

depends on specific problem parameters (the shift is reduced

at higher q or when including the effects of trapped elec-

trons,25 but can be enhanced by plasma shaping26), the shift

in the nonlinear critical gradient for these reversed shear

ETG simulations is relatively much stronger.

Additionally, the location of zNL
c is consistent with

observed gradients during an e-ITB. zNL
c ðŝ ¼ �2:4Þ ¼ 19,

which approaches the experimental range of 20–30.

Although this value still lies below the experimental value,

increasing s to within the experimental range boosts zNL
c , as

demonstrated by the s ¼ 7:5 simulations of Sec. III A 1.

Above zNL
c , the nature of the turbulence can change.

Some cases feature radially elongated streamers that lie not

on the midplane, but at a finite poloidal elevation. Figure 7

shows a poloidal cross section of density fluctuations for local

simulations with ŝ ¼ �2:4 at two different driving gradients.

Below zNL
c , at R=LTe

¼ 9:3 eddies rotate away from the mid-

plane, consistent with theories27 of how reversed shear alters

turbulence and reduces transport. Since radial eddies are

rotated away from the magnetic axis, their effect on transport

is mitigated. But above zNL
c , the plasma fluctuations have a

different character. The midplane is populated with small-

scale broadband tubulence; while off the midplane, at poloi-

dal angle h ¼ 6p=2, large-scale structures appear. These

elongated eddies point in the minor radial direction, which at

these poloidal locations corresponds to aligning in the Z
direction, out of the top and bottom of the annulus.

These “off-midplane” streamers drive a significant

amount of heat flux, accounting for roughly one quarter of

the integrated total. They also are localized in a narrow toroi-

dal spectral band. Figure 8 shows fluctuation powers as a

FIG. 6. Critical gradients as a function of magnetic shear, s ¼ 1:8. ETG

becomes linearly unstable at gradients above zc (solid with square). Above

zNL
c (dashed with circles), turbulent thermal diffusivities exceed 1 m2=s. The

dotted line with diamonds represents the nonlinear upshift of the critical gra-

dient, Dz ¼ zNL
c � zc. For comparison, the original cyclone ITG test case

found an upshift in the critical gradient for transport that extended R=LTi
by

2, from zc ¼ 4 to zNL
c ¼ 6 at ŝ ¼ 0:78.24

FIG. 7. Poloidal cross sections of satu-

rated density fluctuations below and

above zNL
c for ŝ ¼ �2:4. The flux-

surface widths have been enhanced by a

factor of four for visual clarity.
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function of poloidal angle and toroidal mode number. The

strongest peak exists at h � 6p=2, the location of the off-

midplane streamers. These peaks are not only very strong

and poloidally localized but also centered around khqs ¼ 13.

Furthermore, the midplane fluctuations exist in a broadband

spectrum at higher mode numbers. Figure 9 shows the time-

integrated heat flux spectra as a function of khqs from three

different simulations, each with different values of the maxi-

mum khqs. The heat-flux signatures of both the midplane

broadband turbulence and the off-midplane streamers are

visible, as is the linear growth rate spectrum. The turbulent

flux has a broad spectrum and a sharp narrow peak, at the

location of the off-midplane streamers, whose integrated flux

(0:25QGB;i) is roughly one quarter of the total.

Furthermore, the off-midplane streamers may be nonli-

nearly driven. The linear growth rate spectrum in Fig. 9 has

three main regions of instability: small peaks centered at

khqs of 12 and 20, and a much larger one around 40. (Note

that in this case, the ETG modes are completely stable for

khqs < 10.) While an instability exists near khqs ¼ 13, fail-

ing to include the peak ETG drive at khqs � 40 causes the

streamers to disappear. A simulation with 48 modes (instead

of 22) increases ðkhqsÞmax to 123.05 and contains all unstable

ETG modes plus higher-k stable modes. In this case, the total

heat flux increases by �35%, in a manner consistent with

the results of Fig. 4. This increase is largely due to the back-

ground spectrum centered about khqs � 20, whose peak

value increases to �0:1QGB;i, while the heat flux contribu-

tion from the streamers increases comparatively less, from

0.24 to 0:255QGB;i. Such behavior suggests that the ETG

modes growing at khqs � 40 are nonlinearly driving the off-

midplane streamers.

In summation, the flux tube scans at s ¼ 1:8 have found

not only a very strong nonlinear critical gradient, increased

by reversed magnetic shear, but also off-midplane streamers,

large-scale structures that are nonlinearly driven by ETG tur-

bulence. However, their appearance is not ubiquitous. They

only appear at very large gradients and strong reversed shear,

and while this condition is necessary, it is not sufficient. In

this sense, the streamers may or may not be important to this

discharge, since the heat fluxes associated with them are

many times the experimentally measured levels, and since

they are found at values of s lower than in the e-ITB. Yet,

regardless of the applicability to this particular discharge,

their existence is an interesting example of nonlinear turbu-

lent interactions, energy cascades, secondary instabilities,

and coherent structures.

Taken as a whole, the first-of-a-kind flux tube simulations

of NSTX e-ITBs suggest that their formation is caused by

reversed magnetic shear, which suppresses ETG-driven ther-

mal transport, thereby allowing the plasma to sustain gradients

that are well above the linear threshold for instability. How-

ever, experimental uncertainties in s limit the interpretation.

Around an e-ITB, ŝ and Te vary rapidly. Adjusting these

parameters independently within a local flux tube simulation

allows for the effects of each parameter to be isolated; how-

ever, it is their interaction that controls the performance of the

experiment. To effectively capture this dynamic, one must

allow for plasma profile variation. In other words, we proceed

with global simulations of an electron internal transport barrier.

B. Global studies

To capture the structure of the e-ITB, the global ETG

simulation domain includes most of the barrier and spans

from r=a ¼ 0:27 to r/a¼ 0.43, where Te drops from �2:7 to

�0:7 keV, corresponding to Te=Ti � 5:2 at the inner radius

and �1:7 at the outer radius, as shown in Fig. 1. The goal

will be to test two values of Zeff : 2.0 and 3.5, which span the

experimental range. s for Zeff ¼ 2:0ð3:5Þ ranges from

10:4� 3:4ð18:2� 6:0Þ. The main ion is deuterium, but an

impurity carbon species is added to change Zeff , while satis-

fying quasineutrality.

With a realistic deuterium-electron mass ratio,

le ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mD=me

p
¼ 60, the domain is 862:2qe in width, requir-

ing 864 radial grid points. To maximize the useful radial do-

main, and based on work28 exploring necessary buffer

widths for spherical torus (ST) ETG simulations, we chose a

buffer that is 16 grid points wide, but employ strong electron

damping, �buffer
e ¼ 60ðcs=aÞ, and turn on the adaptive source.

Furthermore, as the ETG-ki and ETG-ai models show little

difference in the flux tube simulations of Fig. 4, ions are

treated adiabatically. Again, the simulations are electrostatic

and do not include E� B shearing. In total, each nonlocal

simulation costs over 150 000 CPU-hours.

Figure 10 shows the radial simulation domain and varia-

tion of R=LTe
, s (for the two different values of Zeff ), q, and

FIG. 8. Density fluctuations as a function of poloidal angle h and kh, show-

ing off-midplane peaking at khqs � 13.

FIG. 9. Time averaged heat flux spectra for different values of

ðkhqsÞmax; ŝ ¼ �2:4; z¼ 21.8, and the spectrum of the fastest growing linear

mode.
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ŝ. The minima of both ŝ and q are included in the simulation.

The minimum value of ŝ, occurring at r/a¼ 0.296, is

�2.408. The minimum value of q is 1.466, at r/a¼ 0.428.

Inside of this radial location, ŝ < 0. The largest electron

temperature gradient occurs at r/a¼ 0.367, where

ŝ ¼ �1:28. According to Eq. (3), the maximum value of

R=LTe
� ðR=LTe

ÞETGcrit occurs at r/a¼ 0.374(0.380) for

Zeff ¼ 2:0ð3:5Þ.
The importance of reversed magnetic shear in barrier

formation can be seen in Figure 11, a poloidal cross-section

of density fluctuations for the simulation with Zeff ¼ 2.

ETG-driven turbulent eddies exist at outer radii, but the tur-

bulence level drops at smaller radii and disappears entirely

within r=a � 0:3, where s is larger and ŝ is more negative.

Though ETG turbulence exists in the simulation, its am-

plitude is greater at the outer radii, where ŝ is the least nega-

tive, than at inner radii, where the temperature gradients are

the largest. Figure 12 shows a time history of the electron

heat flux as a function of minor radius. The location of mini-

mum magnetic shear (most negative) is marked. The heat

flux grows first outside of ŝmin and later elsewhere, with

some turbulent spreading. A transient burst at r/a¼ 0.35

grows up and peaks near time t ¼ 5ða=csÞ, but dies at later

times. In all, the flux never reaches significant levels inside

r=a � 0:31 and by t � 11ða=csÞ a steady-state appears, with

large heat flux at large r and negligible at small r. While

some turbulence spreading may exist in part of the simula-

tion, Fig. 12 illustrates that turbulent eddies are prevented

from propagating into the deeper parts of the transport bar-

rier, where the magnetic shear is strongly negative and s is

large. For a few reasons, the remaining turbulence seen in

the outer part of the simulation is consistent with a reduction

of transport within the barrier due to magnetic shear. First,

the peak flux approaches experimentally relevant levels of

�0:15� 0:2QGB;i, suggesting that this flux is strong enough

to limit experimental gradients in the outer part of the bar-

rier. Second, the peak electron flux occurs not where linear

ETG drive is the largest, at r/a¼ 0.37, but where the mag-

netic shear is least negative. This is consistent with the local

simulations of Sec. III A that showed simulations with more

negative magnetic shear producing lower levels of transport

for a given driving gradient. In other words, because of the

reduction of turbulence in a transport barrier, the gradients

must be much steeper to drive sufficient heat flux to balance

heat sources. In the inner part of the simulation, where ETG

turbulence is found to be completely suppressed, residual

transport from some other mechanism presumably limits

temperature gradients.

FIG. 10. Plasma parameters and simulation domain used in the NSTX

129354 global simulations.

FIG. 11. Cross-section of electron density fluctuations, 129354 global simu-

lation, showing an electron internal transport barrier. Zeff ¼ 2:0; t
¼ 19:18ða=csÞ. Although peak amplitudes of 65% exist, for clarity only

~ne � 61:5% are shown.

FIG. 12. Time evolution of radial heat flux profile, 129354 global simula-

tion, Zeff ¼ 2. The white line marks the location of minimum ŝ. Heat fluxes

as calculated by TRANSP increase as one moves radially from

�0:16QGBi; ðr=a ¼ 0:35Þ to 0:19QGBiðr=a ¼ 0:40Þ.
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Altering Zeff does not qualitatively change the existence

of the electron internal transport barrier. The radial heat flux

profiles of the two simulations, shown in Fig. 13, follow sim-

ilar patterns. Overall, lowering Zeff increases the transport,

which is to be expected, since it coincides with stronger

ETG drive, but both profiles show negligible heat flux inside

r/a¼ 0.3. At larger radii, however, ETG-driven flux can be

experimentally relevant, which was calculated by TRANSP

to range from �0:16QGBiðr=a ¼ 0:35Þ to 0:19QGBi

ðr=a ¼ 0:40Þ. The Zeff ¼ 3:5 case seems to under-predict ex-

perimental levels of heat flux. While such a high value of

Zeff cannot be ruled out a priori, the most likely experimen-

tal value is closer to 2. At this value of Zeff , ETG can drive

enough flux to account for experimentally measured levels in

the outer parts of the transport barrier. But, the key point is

that both profiles show the existence of a transport barrier

and that turbulence is suppressed in the inner parts of the

barrier, as the magnetic shear becomes more negative and s
gets larger.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In summation, NSTX can reach high electron confine-

ment modes that display electron internal transport barriers.

These plasmas have large negative values of magnetic shear

and can support electron temperature gradients that are

super-critically unstable to the ETG mode.

The first nonlinear gyrokinetic simulations of an NSTX

e-ITB support the experimental observations of reversed

magnetic shear triggering barrier formation. Though many

factors determine the strength of the ETG drive, such as s; ŝ
strongly controls the saturated level of turbulent flux. Local

nonlinear simulations show that ŝ helps determine the value

of the nonlinear critical gradient for significant turbulent

transport, which can be much larger than the linear critical

gradient and consistent with observations of e-ITB gradient

lengths.

Global simulations, which incorporate the experimental

radial variations of s, q, and ŝ, are able to reproduce the low

values of turbulence necessary to allow very steep tempera-

ture gradients in the transport barrier. In the outer part of the

barrier, where the magnetic shear is not as negative, the

ETG-driven flux in the simulation is comparable to

the experimentally inferred heat flux. In the inner part of the

transport barrier, where s is larger and ŝ is even more nega-

tive, the ETG-driven turbulence appears to be completely

suppressed, and some other mechanism is presumably re-

sponsible for the residual transport observed in that part of

the barrier. Additionally, the electron flux does not peak at

the location of peak linear ETG drive, consistent with the ex-

istence of a nonlinear critical gradient for transport that

depends at least in part on magnetic shear. This is also con-

sistent with the experimental observation17 that peak values

of R=LTe
in e-ITBs are more strongly correlated with ŝmin

than qmin.

Though these simulations show that the ETG mode can

potentially drive enough turbulent thermal flux to account

for experimentally inferred levels, it is possible to suppress

ETG-driven turbulence with magnetic shear, thereby allow-

ing the plasma to sustain very steep gradients that are well

above the linear threshold for instability. The implications of

this effect may very well translate beyond NSTX; as stellara-

tors’ external coils can be used to produce negative magnetic

shear, this might be a way to reduce turbulence. Other toka-

maks may also benefit from current profile control. In short,

magnetic shear reversal, even without background flow

shear, could allow magnetic fusion devices to sustain elec-

tron temperatures gradients that push past the limits imposed

by the onset of linear instability.
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